ALLOY PITTSBURGH was co-founded by Pittsburgh artists Sean Derry
and Chris McGinnis and developed in collaboration with the Kipp Gallery
at Indiana University of Pennsylvania and the Rivers of Steel Heritage
Corporation. In 2013 Alloy Pittsburgh joined the region’s growing movement
to support local artists and communities. Alloy Pittsburgh was conceived as
a laboratory where artists investigate the history and ecology of the Carrie
Furnaces National Historic Landmark and respond through the creation of
temporary site-based artworks. Now in 2015, Alloy Pittsburgh returns to
the Carrie Furnaces National Historic Landmark with a talented group of
regional artists whose individual stories combine to breathe new life into
a site where a network of harvested earthen materials once coalesced to
produce iron. The artists’ hard work builds on Pittsburgh’s industrial legacy,
fostering new community partnerships and celebrating novel ways of
reimagining familiar places.
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Stan is a steel sculpture that balances 1 ton of Clairton Works coking coal
and 1 cup of black coffee in a United Steel Workers Union ceramic cup. The
inspiration for this piece comes from a story shared by my family about my
grandfather Stan Kwasny. From 1965–1995 my grandfather drove to Clairton
Works with a ceramic coffee cup in hand. His ceramic coffee cup without a
lid seemed to never spill a drop, despite how tired my pap really was. His
strength and balance was a common trait of many blue-collar workers from
our region. I respect the work his generation did to build the foundation
of our city, and admire their work ethic, trade skills, and strength. The
coffee my grandfather had on his commute helped him provide the large
amounts of coke that Carrie Furnace needed to create steel. He was a part
of an industry and a union of men and women that committed their lives to
building the infrastructure we can continue to appreciate today.

Spectre and Shade is a faux stained glass installation laminated in the negative
space of the girders enclosing the dust catcher near Furnace 7. The work
illuminates atmospheric and physical sensations when our views are projected
upwards encountering the grandeur of this industrial ruin. The weighty
obsolescence of the industrial past consumes, with its now diminished status
provoking a reverie that counteracts and ultimately undermines linear notions of
progress. As nostalgia entwines with progress, the bygone comes face to face
with its own potential to surmount itself. The intentions become part of a new
perceptions seen through a contemporary lens, ending earlier forms of modernity.
Spectre and Shade is a gesture towards making desires of progress a conscious,
transparent and physical act. The gravitational realities of physical space envelop
in a compelling comparison between the substantial gravity of the Furnace and
the ethereal space it occupies. The bodily self contributes to and is implicated
by the physical matter of its surroundings as the work arbitrates between the
metaphysical and historical materiality.
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Chimneys is a collaborative work between Nick Liadis and Dan Ivec. The
large, fabric structure hangs at the base of cast house #7 and is marked with
illustration and text. Our drawing and writing reveals the past, present, and
future of an invented world in which physical and mental survival depends
upon the built environment. The technology of the structures has sustained
the inhabitants but also poses an unconsidered threat for these beings.
They find themselves in a place that has been ecologically compromised
by their lifestyle. We hope to consider a cycle of production, decay, and
adaptation which parallels the specific history of the Carrie Furnaces and the
surrounding region. In our drawing, story-telling, and construction, we have
used a collaborative and process-driven method. We have responded to
each other spontaneously and used the other’s drawings as the foundation
for more, newer images. In our collaboration we build and interact with
invented spaces and societies in order to view our own world and define our
politics and emotions.

carrie furnace exists in a strange state. an odd combination of different
temporalities and material composition: a relic, a monument, a memorial, a
corpse, an apparition—a memory foreclosing on itself, awaiting reactivation by
some sort of recollective function, action or thought. it’s a sprawl of memory,
inhering/adhering to itself—traces and marks buried within and without—signs
to be interpreted, or recalled. hark! it screams. in its activation, a recollectionmemory emerges from a more abstract field, it is lifted from a dormant time
passed and expresses an instance of recurrence or return. here we find intensive
points of complication; sites where an interpretant explicates those loci, and
in doing so, catalyzes a movement greater than the recollection alone. in
recalling, the cascade of memory travels out, absorbs and expands—locating
more ground in which to envelop, to territorialize. its movement is doubled:
simultaneously facing out towards a more complicated/complicating plane of
memory and plane of materiality. bergson managed a beautiful diagram of
this process—a site in which recollection occurs and the associated folding
and unfolding of particular memory structures set its boundaries. the diagram
expresses this system, while the image grounds its singularity. the image echoes.
it resonates. it ripples.
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An etching is a visual documentation of an action. With that idea in mind, I
recorded sounds within and around the Carrie Furnace property on copper
etching plates by scraping the copper on floors, walls or other surfaces and
materials. Each surface created a unique and random impression on the
copper plate that I then etched into the plate. While making the marks I
also recorded the sounds that the building elements/materials made on the
plates. The impressions made on the copper show visual evidence of the
sounds made while capturing those marks. I printed the plates and took the
recordings and created an installation using the printed images and sounds.
The room immerses the viewer in the visual and auditory experience of the
sounds and marks created when I made the copper plates. The audience is
allowed to explore the impressions on the prints that surround them and
listen to the sound that created the lines, marks and shapes. The prints
become a sort of sheet music that abstractly records the marks, beats, lines,
shapes that are held within the Carrie Furnace.

Understanding our world through a lens of previous experience and past
knowledge, my work seeks to obfuscate prescribed use value of space and
materiality, utilizing existing architecture and unconventional materials in
site-specific installations and sculptures. Embracing resourcefulness, I seek to
highlight the potential of that which already exists.

Supportive (Im)materiality is a collection of works inspired by the materials oftnot-considered in the production of steel and iron that supported the laborers
in their everyday. Originating in the stories of the textiles worn by the workers
throughout the years, and jumping ahead to present day, I then wondered
about the materials necessary for me to understand, work, and imagine in this
space. Tension resides between the light and dark. Interior and exterior. The
built and the natural. Silk and steel. The silk material allows me to embrace the
color of the natural and of the applied, while also investigating the line work of
the industrial setting. Time and timelessness are ever present here, as well as
the storied chaos and simultaneous silence.
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As a site-specific installation artist, Rose Clancy is drawn to abandoned
and neglected sites. Her work is informed by the site’s history, its present
condition, and the potential for its transformed future. Clancy’s artistic
practice combines elements of public art, process-based art, and natural
occurrence to create exploratory installations that encourage public
observation and participation.
For her work at Carrie Furnaces, Clancy is using resources found at the
site—rusty objects, water, and plants, along with natural elements and
time, to create marks of transformation on white cotton fabric. Inspired by
physical transformations of the site during her residency period, Clancy’s
work comments on the shifting balance of marks made by the human hand
and those made by nature.
Clancy’s installation at the base of the site’s Electrostatic Precipitator is a
walk-through artist’s studio that presents various stages of transformation
in the artist’s fabric wrapped works—from newly wrapped works and works
in mid-point transformation, to the finished work of a canopy of rust-stained
fabric. Clancy will be actively working in the installation during the run of the
exhibition and will provide several opportunities for visitors to make their
own mark upon the installation.

“Strength of Stele” is a memorial of objects and spaces honoring the courage
and indomitable spirit of the steel workers.
Interactions with the steel workers and their stories of the once bustling steel
mill have informed my sculptural works. The sculptures attempt at excavating
and documenting commemorations through plaster casts of original objects
to preserve the residue of the past, thereby recording the traces of time. The
impressions, grime, slag, and dirt left of the original object on the plaster cast
tells the story of the past. The sculptures pay homage to the recollections of
steel workers who worked at this now historic iconic site—The Carrie Furnace.
Features inherent of the plaster cast method—reversal, confrontation
of positive and negative, dissolution, inversion and mirror imaging—are
exploited to tell their story. Through these works, the viewers will be
confronted to examine memories, meaning, identities and the history of the
respective structures.
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STEELFONICS brings to light a hidden contribution to Pittsburgh’s industrial
past. In this culture, African Americans must be dancing, singing or marching
against a backdrop of poverty, crime or packed arenas in order to be
recognized. This installation imagines a creative collective of black industrial
steel workers called the STEELFONICS. Their contribution to the enormous
expansion of the American steel industry has been all but invisible. This exhibit
bears witness to their legacy.
The STEELFONICS were an Industrial Soul Experimental Fusion band formed
in the late 60s. They recorded an esoteric collection of music and experimental
sounds that received little to no recognition at the time. Their story is being
discovered for the very first time in this fantastic sound installation, where
attendees will enter a room at The Carrie Furnaces and be introduced to the
musical accomplishments of this obscure group of creative radicals.

STEELFONICS is the soundtrack for an experience not seen or heard until
today. Their music asks the question, “CAN YOU SEE US NOW, AMERICA?”

My father passed along the story about how his father, a coal miner, told him
that he would never work in the coal mine. He was right. My dad served in
WWII, after the war he used the GI bill and studied Chemistry at the University
of Pittsburgh, when steel was king. He worked his entire career creating
chemical compounds for industry. I followed in his footsteps to the University
of Pittsburgh to study chemistry but eventually creating art became a more
powerful lure. I have lived in Pittsburgh for 30 years.
How we construct meaning and identity from the intersection of our personal
and cultural history is linked to the nature of memory and integral to my
practice. I create nonlinear narratives generated from snippets: digitally
manipulated photographs taken from both the natural and built environment
and computer drawn imagery. My focus is the literal and metaphorical
relationship between interior and exterior spaces.
My work appears in the lunch room at the Carrie Furnaces. This interior space
would have been a place for the workers to share their personal histories,
relaying intimacies which strengthened their bonds and solidified their union as
workers and friends. I have chosen to tell my story here.

ALLOY PITTSBURGH is made possible by the generous support of
our sponsors. Thank you!
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